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Import Services leads the way in sports 
retail distribution. Please contact: 

Mike Thomas, Client Services Director: 

01489 799500

www.importservices.co.uk

Looking for a logistics specialist to handle high volume order processing, pre-retail, UK 
and European distribution? Here in Southampton close to the container port, PIC & PAC 
are on-hand, night and day to pick what you need, scan it and pack for despatch.  

PIC & PAC are part of Import Services’ reliable team; linked to our state-of-the-art online 
monitoring system. This means you can track your orders to successful delivery 24:7, 
safe in the knowledge PIC & PAC work at an industry leading level of accuracy. 

So if you manufacture or distribute sports products for retail and your customers’ 
order a hundred golf clubs or even a single riding hat, you definitely need PIC & PAC!

NEED SPORTS RETAIL LOGISTICS?
IT’S GAME ON WITH PIC & PAC!
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KitDeals.com® is undergoing the single largest  
change since it’s creation...  

KitDeals.com - Proves itself yet again, as 2 of its new retailers both make more than 
10 x their membership fees. In 1 case in just 7 days and the other within 14 days.  

>> See our amazing testimonials. 
www.kitdeals.com/testimonials

WHAT ARE WE UP TO? 
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could be a by-product of the lower prices
charged in the female sector. The average
price for female core running apparel has
been on a gentle quarterly decline since
March 2008, whereas males prices have
been creeping up. Value sales to males
have always been higher than females,
but this gap has closed consistently since
prices have declined.

It was during Q3 in 2009 that the
level of volume turned round - females
began to purchase more products and

growth in running apparel used for sport.
In fact, we see a higher number of
runners wearing non-running specific
apparel. This tells us that people see a
running shoe as essential to the sport, but
not so with apparel, which obviously
reduces the cost of participation. No
costly gym memberships are needed, or
specialist clothing, just a pair of running
shoes and the open road.

Throughout 2009 value sales to
females grew faster than to males. This

Over the past 18 months the running
category has remained one of the jewels
in the sports footwear market’s crown.
While many categories have seen sales
decline over this period, sales of
running footwear used for sport have
continued to grow. 

The NPD Group reported that volume
sales grew three per cent during 2009
when compared to 2008, while total
footwear sales declined by three per cent
during the same period. Average selling
prices were slightly down on the previous
year, but performed better than many
other categories. This is a particularly
strong performance when you factor in
the state of the economy and rising
unemployment. So what drove this trend? 

Mature buyer
Running differs to other categories in that
it has a noticeably older average age -
nearly 50 per cent of purchases are made
by people over 30. This more mature
buyer may be one of the reasons the
category has held up so well, since youth
unemployment has risen faster than for
those over 25.

Interestingly, we have not seen sales

RUNNING
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Polished performer
Despite tough economic conditions, the running sector 

remains relatively strong, says The NPD Group



pricing was at its most effective. During
this period males were spending almost
£4 more on running apparel than females
- and then a change occurred. 

During the 12 months to December
2009 sales of male apparel started to 
dip on a like-for-like basis for the first
time since March 2008. Volumes were
declining quarter on quarter, however 
we have seen a full circle swing with
male prices falling and females
increasing. It appears there is a price
needed to reinvigorate the market, 
but also a maximum price that the
consumer will tolerate.

Similar to footwear, the larger
proportion of sales in core running
apparel are generated by people aged 30
and over. This is at a more prevalent
level in the male sector, as around 70 per
cent of purchases are made by men over
30. In the female sector there is close to a
50/50 split, with the younger age groups
in this category spending more. This
could be because of the widely held
belief that younger males take a greater
interest in team sports, whereas females
often prefer to train alone.

Influencing purchases
When we look at the factors that most
influenced the purchase of core running
apparel, the answers given by males and
females are very different. Males are
swayed by technical function and quality
while, as you would expect, the fit of the
product was the most popular answer, but
not by much. 

With females, how well apparel fits
is the number one reason for purchase;
however, cost is also an important
factor, and one that is becoming
increasingly important. For both genders
price is an important consideration, but
the scale of reductions in female apparel
leads us to believe that they they may be
upscaling. Certainly this appears to be
true when you look at the growth of the
top running brands. 

Nike, adidas, Marks & Spencer and
Reebok account for over 90 per cent of
the growth of female running apparel.
Smaller brands are not challenging the
large established labels for the attention
of the running female. It is possible that
this may change as the economy
becomes more stable, but for now
running apparel might not be a must-
have for females, but the lure of the
brand is.

The NPD Group monitors the sales of
sports footwear and sports apparel in
many countries around the world. For
more information contact The NPD
Group sports team on 01932 355580.
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HI-TEC INCREASES BUSINESS 
WITH INTERSPORT UK

HI-TEC has reported a 111 per cent year-on-year increase in
business with Intersport UK during the first 17 weeks of 2010.

“This is fantastic news and thanks go to all of the Intersport
UK buying group members,” says Martin Binnendijk, HI-TEC
European CEO.  

“We have been delighted with the sales performance of our HI-
TEC Athletic product in 2010, experiencing a 65 per cent increase
compared to the same quarter last year, and look forward to
unveiling a new global marketing proposition later on this year.”

Barry Mellis, Intersport UK general manager, says: “Intersport
UK is delighted that its membership has focused on HI-TEC for
core products across the categories.”

Albion in the Community, Brighton & Hove Albion FC’s charitable
arm, has opened Sports Dreams, an outlet selling good quality
second-hand sports clothing and equipment.

Located in Hove, the shop was officially opened by celebrity
Brighton residents Des Lynam and Norman Cook (pictured), who
both contributed sports goods to the shop’s selection. Cook, aka 
Fat Boy Slim, donated a selection of his football shirts to Sports

Dreams, including the
national shirts of Italy, Japan,
Brazil and South Africa. 

“Sports Dreams is a brand
new concept in charity shops,”
says Dick Knight, chairman of
Albion in the Community. “It’s
the first of its kind and will
enable people to access a
range of brilliant, affordable
sports gear.

“We will also be
showcasing our extensive
community work, providing 
a focal point for people to
find out more about our
education, health and
sports courses.”

UK’S FIRST CHARITY
SPORTS SHOP OPENS
FOR BUSINESS

Terra Plana has become the latest brand to join STAG as a supplier. 
The company has a range of eco-friendly footwear and

accessories, including VivoBarefoot and Dopie.
“After meeting with Ben and Andrew from Terra Plana,

learning about the product and actually seeing the range, we were
extremely impressed and look forward to see this brand flourish,”
says Ricky Chandler, managing director of STAG. “All of our STAG
members will receive preferential terms.”

NEW STAG SUPPLIER

OTS 
SEPTEMBER 27-29 
Stoneleigh Park, Warwickshire

THE STAG ALL IRELAND 
BUYING SHOW 
OCTOBER 31-NOVEMBER 1
Tullamore Court Hotel
Tullamore, Co Offaly

THE STAG BUYING SHOW
NOVEMBER 21-22
Four Pillars Hotel
Cotswold Water Park

ISPO 
FEBRUARY 6-9, 2011
New Munich Trade Fair Centre

ISPO CHINA 2011  
FEBRUARY 23-25
China National Convention Centre, Beijing

Dates

STAG’s Ward Robertson with Ben Le Vesconte from Terra Plana
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“At 68, when you go to sleep at night, all you want to do is wake up in the morning.”
Sir Alex Ferguson

…Speedo has become the official swim
partner of the Outlaw Triathlon. The long
distance triathlon takes place on August 8
and comprises a 2.4mile swim in Holme
Pierrepont regatta lake, a 112mile bike ride around Nottinghamshire
and a marathon run along the banks of the River Trent…Kappa will
be Fulham FC’s new technical sponsor and official supplier of
sportswear for the next three seasons. Fulham will be the only
Premier League team sponsored by Kappa next season…Puma and
Genesis Sports have announced a technical kit partnership with
Motherwell FC. The deal will see Puma supply the club with its
technical and replica kit, and training wear for the next four
seasons...New Balance has extended its deal as Lancashire County
Cricket Club’s official footwear supplier for a third year. The brand
will also be providing the club with a handcrafted bespoke shoe for
the coming season…ACA Sports and Scottish Women’s Football
have renewed their official partnership, which will see the Scottish
retailer remain Official Online Retailers for the SWF into 2011. The
SWF and ACA Sports will also be launching an official Mitre ball,
which will be available to all SWF member clubs, allowing them to
purchase their own branded Mitre Max ball in a colourway exclusive
to the SWF…The Football League has appointed Coral as its new
Official Betting and Gaming Partner…

Sponsorship
News

JJB Sports has been named among the worst shops in the UK,
coming 95th out of 100 high street chains in a survey by Which?. 

One JJB shopper said that staff gave the impression they 
were “more interested in chatting to each other than dealing with
the customer”.

Sports Direct didn’t fare much better - being ranked in joint
89th place with the likes of Homebase and Poundstretcher in the
worst UK retailers list, compiled from the responses of 14,151
members of the public in February and March about the high street
shops they had visited in the previous six months.

Richer Sounds and homeware retailer Lakeland were voted joint
top in the survey, followed by Apple, Lush, John Lewis, The Body
Shop and IKEA. WH Smith and Currys Digital came in joint last place.

Richer Sounds is streets ahead of better-known competitors
when it comes to customer satisfaction, according to Which? One
happy shopper enthused about its “lovely, helpful, knowledgeable
staff” and “excellent aftercare” as reasons why the audio visual
chain stands out.

“We know people appreciate good customer service, so retailers
need to realise that ‘who cares, wins’,” says Peter Vicary-Smith, chief
executive of Which? “Some stores are clearly giving their customers
what they want, so why settle for lousy service? We urge shoppers
to vote with their feet and stamp it out.”

SPORTS CHAINS COME UP
SHORT IN WHICH? SURVEY

www.isra.ie

Independent Sports 
Retailers Alliance

The two-day ISRA buying group
Sports Summer Show is taking place
on July 12-13. The show brings UK
and Irish-based suppliers together
with the entire ISRA retail
membership at the prestigious
Heritage Hotel and Golf resort in
Killenard, Laois, about one hour
from Dublin.
ISRA has been running two shows a

year since being formed in 2007. These highly successful
and well attended shows have grown into large events
and form an important part of the Irish retail business
calendar, in terms of networking and business inspiration
as well as commercial opportunites. The turnout of ISRA
members is always high, with virtually 100 per cent
attendance at all shows.

Suppliers enjoy the opportunity to meet with all
members over the two-day period in a venue where the
facilities are simply second to none for professionally
showcasing a product range, with great natural lighting and
open space against neutral backdrops. According to
suppliers, the stands at the ISRA shows are large and
spacious, while the costs remain low.

“The format of the show is designed to offer suppliers
and retailers space to conduct business in an atmosphere
that is relaxed and unhurried,”says Tom Foley, ISRA
coordinator. “The venue is perfect in this regard. The show
creates a mix of work and pleasure, giving retailers and
suppliers the opportunity to catch up in a professional but
informal setting, and away from the hustle and bustle of the
shop floor. The cost to suppliers for stands is kept to a
minimum and the retailers’ expenses are subsidised. It really
is the most effective way to do business.” 

The ISRA group is also involved in the first meeting of
key retail trade associations and representative bodies in
Ireland on June 29. The meeting will be conducted by Retail
Excellence Ireland (REI) to facilitate better communication
between these groups. REI believes that government does
not take the retail Industry (Ireland’s largest private industry)
seriously enough. By working together, the groups can
better highlight the major retail industry issues - rates, rent,
VAT and taxation policy. Groups from seven other industry
types are also involved.
On July 8 ISRA members will be at Twickenham rugby

ground for their Q1 Nike show. The event is considered by
the members as an enhanced opportunity to see the full
collection of the group’s ranges in their entirety.
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...The Mongoose cricket
bat took the Technological
Innovation in Sport
Award at this year’s Sport

Industry Awards. adidas took the prize for Best
Sponsorship of a Sport Event or Competition,
while Nike took the Best Integrated Sport
Marketing Campaign award. Sport Brand of
the Year was Umbro and British Triathlon was
awarded Sport Governing Body of the
Year…Snugpak has reported record 10 per cent
growth across its markets for the past financial
year. Best known in the UK for its sleeping bags,
the company also manufactures and exports
insulated cold weather clothing and specialist
sleeping bags to both the general camping
market and armed forces…JJB Sports posted a
pre-tax loss of £68.6m in its full-year results to
January 31. “We cannot pretend that the
company’s recovery will be either quick or easy.
There is an enormous amount of work to be
done to introduce modern retail standards and
disciplines into the business,” said JJB’s CEO,
Keith Jones…P2i, the company behind ion-mask,
has completed a £5.5m fund raising to provide
further working capital to support its rapid
international growth. The funding has come from
existing shareholders Naxos Capital Partners,
Swarraton Partners, Porton Capital, Unilever
Ventures and Rainbow Seedfund…The FA has
revealed a new brand identity for Wembley
Stadium. The new identity, which has a strapline
of ‘Inspiring Memories’, will spearhead the
venue’s new four-year sponsorship programme… 

Nick Rivett Sport, based in Hove, East Sussex and part of the Intersport network, had its
official opening on June 2, when Sussex cricketers Monty Panesar and Michael Thornely
were on ribbon-cutting duty.

Owner Nick Rivett, a Brighton University graduate and Hove resident, will be
assisted in the venture by wife Jo, an experienced retail buyer, and dad Richard, who
coached Josh Lewsey at Amersham & Chiltern RFC.

The opening of the store was the culmination of a dream for Nick, a chartered
accountant, who always wanted to open a sports shop in Hove. “I know first-hand how
hard it is to find high quality sports kit and good customer service in Brighton and
Hove,” he explains. 

“The larger national sports retailers are great for standard sports kit, but they don’t
always have the personal customer service and expertise you need when purchasing
specialist equipment. You really need to love your cricket bat, hockey stick or running
trainers. Having the right equipment can make such a difference to your game.”

Says dad, Richard: “When Nick was at school I used to get numerous phone calls
from the headmaster asking why Nick wasn’t at school. I would then drive down to the
local cricket nets to find him practicing his wicket-keeping. I knew then he would have
a career in sport one way or another.”

Nick adds: “I watched the Brighton and Hove marathon from outside of our new
shop and I had goose bumps the whole time. I think it was due to the fact that my
childhood dreams were being realised.   

“It also dawned on me just how huge the undertaking was that I committed to -
especially in this tough economic climate. But I have every confidence in Nick Rivett Sport
and the people around me. I know that we can make this new family venture a success.”

Sports 
ShortsINTERSPORT RETAILER 

REALISES DREAM

PUMA COMMITS SUPPLIERS TO
SUSTAINABILITY REPORTING
Twenty of Puma’s key suppliers in South East Asia
and other major sourcing regions have agreed to
issue individual sustainability reports from 2011.

The move comes as Puma endeavours to
enhance transparency, as well as social and
working conditions, in its supply chain by
advising factory management on weaknesses in
their operations.

The suppliers, based in countries such as
China, Vietnam and Cambodia, produce more
than two-thirds of all Puma products. They will
receive Global Reporting Initiative certified
training on transparent measurement and
reporting on their sustainability performance
using GRI G3 Guidelines, the world’s most widely
used framework for sustainability reporting.

“Supply chain sustainability reporting is a key
part of Puma’s overall sustainability strategy,”
says Dr Reiner Hengstmann, global director of
Puma.safe supply chain. “Without sustainable
suppliers we will not be able to produce
sustainable products or credibly report about
Puma’s own sustainability initiatives.”
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“I love Blackpool. We’re very similar. We both look better in the dark.”
Ian Holloway

BRAND REVEALS IT CAN’T
WALK ON WATER

Hi-Tec was behind the ‘Liquid Mountaineering’ viral hoax, which
has reached the top 100 all-time viewed global sports clips on
YouTube with viewing figures well over four million.

The documentary-type ‘film’ features three men running
across a lake, thanks to the water repellent qualities of their Hi-
Tec shoes. 

“We wanted to create a piece of entertainment around our
hydrophobic footwear and get people talking and thinking about
the brand differently,” says Simon Bonham, Hi-Tec group head of
marketing. “The idea was to take a traditional form of marketing
and totally turn it around on its head, in the process capturing the
fun spirited side of our brand.  

“The reaction to the viral has surpassed all expectations, with
people all over the world debating whether this could indeed be
possible or not, and even trying to do their own Liquid
Mountaineering. We’ve even seen a number of entertaining
attempts appear on YouTube and other places on the web.”

To create the viral Hi-Tec worked with CCCP, an independent
advertising agency in Amsterdam known for its award winning
work for Dutch retailer HEMA. It has subsequently featured on
thousands of blogs and received TV coverage in Japan, Brazil,
Germany, the US, Australia, Korea, Spain, France and Georgia. 

Says Bonham: “After the initial buzz and well over four
million views on YouTube to date, we thought it was finally time
to come clean and unveil to the world that Hi-Tec were behind
the viral. 

“Whilst our shoes have some amazing liquid repellency
features, even we still can’t walk on water - it was all a well
intended hoax.” 
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PRECISION TRAINING
LAUNCHES 2010 CATALOGUE
Precision Training has produced its biggest catalogue ever as the
company aims to build on a record breaking 2009.

In the past eight months Precision Training has brokered
agreements with the Football League, two Premier League clubs,
a leading county cricket club, expanded into Ireland and signed a
contract extension with former England manager Graham Taylor.

“2009 was a record breaking year for Precision Training and
we are hoping for an even better year in 2010,” says David
Sanderson, Precision Training’s national sales manager. “The new
catalogue includes an exciting range of new products and
enhancements to the range.

“The Precision Goalkeeping range has already proved a big
success. The range is represented in the catalogue for the first
time and includes the gloves that were worn in the Premier
League by Brian Jensen last season.

“Our range of training aids continues to go from strength to
strength and, new for 2010, we are introducing adjustable
hurdles, bounce back hurdles, PVC marker strips and power tubes
to complement our extensive range.  

“There are also new additions to our expanding luggage
range and the highly successful base layer division.”

To request the 2010/11 catalogue visit
www.precisiontraining.uk.com or call 01159 002340.
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PRODUCT ROUND-UP
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KIT stop
Essential stock for your shop

Cornilleau
With more than 60 years of experience, Cornilleau is the European leader
in table tennis tables and the world leader in outdoor tables. The company
is well known for manufacturing table tennis products that are years ahead
of the competition in terms of innovation, with unsurpassed quality and
technological standards.

There is a complete range of table tennis tables, bats, balls and
accessories. The offering includes products designed for home recreational
use as well as a range designed for intensive use in schools, clubs and

institutions. Added to this are the ITTF (International Table Tennis
Federation) approved tables for tournaments and competition use.
For further information on Cornilleau table tennis equipment 
visit www.uktabletennis.co.uk, email sales@uktabletennis.co.uk 
or call 0845 2600 780.
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Progressive junior
goalkeeper set
Young goalkeepers need all the support
they can get. That is why Uhlsport has
developed a new goalkeeper set to
include all the necessities - a long-
sleeve jersey with elbow padding,
ribbed cuffs for attachment of glove
straps and matching pants with hip and
knee padding to reduce injuries.
Available in three colour options:
yellow/black; sky/navy; and
black/violet. RRP £29.99.
For additional information contact
Uhlsport on 08448 849861 or 
email uksales@uhlsport.com.

www.sportindustry.biz
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PRODUCT ROUND-UP

Stanno
We are fast approaching the end of another season and it has
been a difficult time for many businesses, especially retailers. The
recession has meant many clubs and sponsors have had to take
a long hard look at their expenditure on kits and training wear. 

Hopefully, now we are officially moving out of recession,
albeit slowly, this situation will change and clubs and their
sponsors will once again be looking for new kit.

The Stanno brand has established itself within the market as
one of the most reliable and sought after retail suppliers of team
kits and teamwear. Stanno intends to build on this reputation
with the continued support of its retail partners and customers,
who the company would like to thank for continuing to play a
part in the growth and development of the brand.

2010/11 will see the introduction of several new products, as
well as new colours in existing lines. Notably, the successful
Palermo Set will now have five new colourways, while the
Durban line has several new colour additions in the Comfort Tec
Tops and Climatec T Shirts.

Stanno’s League sock, featured for the first time in 2009, will
have five additional colours. Stanno socks are recognised as the
best teamwear sock in the market. The LEFT-RIGHT fitting system
and anatomic foot provide superb comfort. The socks are
washable at 60 degrees, non-bleed and non-shrinkable.

New products include the Equipment Training line and
Toronto Tops and Shirts, which will also be stocked in Ladies’ fit.

An additional tool to help with your club business is the
Stanno Teamdresser. This can be found at
www.teamdresser.com and www.stanno.com. The
Teamdresser enables you to make club specific offers from
Stanno’s product range within a few minutes. Stanno’s website
also gives you the option of ordering online 24 hours a day.

www.stanno.com
support.uk@stanno.com
Tel: 01332 378966
Fax: 01332 378961
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Leicester Tigers launch National Corporate
Sevens and choose GFORCE
The Leicester Tigers have just staged their first Corporate Rugby Sevens
Tournament and chose Gymphlex’s new GFORCE range to ensure the competing
teams looked their very best. 

Wearing some of GFORCE’s state-of-the-art performance apparel were teams
from Lucozade and Jaguar, amongst many others, all battling to win the coveted
National Corporate Sevens Trophy.

All the teams were playing in professional quality coordinated sportswear
from Gymphlex, including the new GFORCE dye-sublimated rugby shirts and
shorts. All garments were manufactured in the teams’ chosen colours, with the
addition of personalised branding for Tiger’s Events and each participating

corporate team. 
For further information on the GFORCE range call 01507 523243

or visit www.gforcesportswear.co.uk.
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Sensport custom 
performance apparel 
Football, rugby, hockey, netball, basketball, lacrosse, and training,
leisure and outerwear.

� Professional quality products at affordable price points, with
a service that is second to none.
� Low minimums of 15 units. Four-six week lead time.
� To view Sensport’s new season Custom Performance

brochure, or the new season 10-11 Stock Teamwear
brochure, visit www.sensport.co.uk.
� For details of Sensport’s custom 

teamwear visit myteamkit.net. 
� To present your customers with a full colour
presentation of their total teamwear requirements
visit kitselector.com.
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Optimum Sports
As we have come to expect from Optimum,
the Blitz range of rugby protective wear is,
yet again, at the forefront of rugby
protection. The Blitz rugby top and Extreme
Blitz headguard offers high impact
resistance protection at all points of major
contact during match play, incorporates a
full-length body and comes emblazoned in the
new Blitz colourway design.
Sizes: mini, SB, LB, S, M, L, XL, XXL. RRP: £34.99.

Bokka Eclipse
The Optimum Eclipse rugby boot has proved such a success that Optimum 

Sports has increased its colour range options to include
black/pink, black/yellow and the exciting Bokka
colourway, providing you, the retailer, with a
full and extensive range for your customers
to choose from.
Sizes juniors: 1-6. RRP: £24.99.
Sizes seniors: 7-13. RRP: £29.99.
Tel: +44(0)1942 497707. 
Email: enquires@optimumsport.com.

Top marks to Caribee for
great 2010 school bags
The Caribee Rhine backpack is the company’s best-selling
schoolbag. This 40 litre, easy-to-carry back pack with Action Back
Extreme harness system is both practical and comfortable. As well
as a padded laptop sleeve, which fits up to 15.4" laptops, it is A4
compatible with multi storage pockets and compartments, an audio
port and organiser panel. Available in black and navy. SSP £29.99.

Fresh new look
The Cisco is the most popular everyday pack in Australia.
Lightweight, strong and versatile, it’s an ideal kitbag for school or
college. Choose between green, blue and red or black. SSP £24.99.
To find our more about Caribee and arrange an
appointment with the company’s representatives in 
your area call Jacquie Sandison on 0131 554 5555 or 
email Jacquie@brandagility.co.uk.

www.sportindustry.biz
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Mike Harrison, marketing manager at
Tarkett, talks us through the offering.

Can you give us some
background on the brand?
Tarkett Sports is the sports subsidiary of the
Tarkett Group, a world leader in residential
and commercial floors with over 100 years’
experience and 28 production sites around
the world. 

Tarkett Sports has completed more than
5,000 indoor and outdoor sports facilities
worldwide, and has quickly become a
leader in sports flooring surfaces. This
dominant position has been established in
just 10 years through a capacity to innovate
and the support of the Tarkett Group.

The company offers a comprehensive
range of indoor sports flooring for multi-
purpose, multi-sport and specialist sport
applications. They are available in wood,
linoleum and PVC to comply with all
sports surfacing standards, guaranteeing
both the safety and performance of the
playing surface.

Key features and benefits
Tarkett’s Omnisports range offers PVC
sports floorings that deform at the point of
impact. Developed in three qualities,
Omnisport Excel, Omnisport Reference and
Omnisport Speed, the composition of each
surface is identical, with a choice of several
thicknesses to satisfy varying degrees of
shock absorption and performance
requirements. 

All three offer a low maintenance PVC
sports surface and are readily available
from stock in a wide range of colours,
including several wood effects. The 2m
widths allow quick and easy installation
with fewer joints in the surface, and less
welding compared to narrower sheet floor
coverings. Omnisports Excel and
Reference can also be loose laid, resulting
in rapid installation and allowing 98 per
cent of the flooring surface to be recycled
at end of life.  

Quality wood sports surfaces are an
integral component to the practice and
development of sports and activities such
as basketball, handball, squash and dance.
Tarkett has four wood flooring systems
offering maximum flexibility of
performance and ease of installation. Each
system range provides extreme durability
and optimum levels of performance in
terms of shock absorption, ball bounce and
surface friction. Manufactured in beech or
oak using 22mm engineered wood boards
for dimensional stability, they offer
excellent price/quality ratios.

When it comes to combining sports
surfacing, Tarkett’s Lumaflex is the ideal
solution for level sub-floors. Patented by
Tarkett Sports, Lumaflex benefits from an
exclusive assembly system and, when
combined with a PVC or linoleum surface,
it increases the performance characteristics
of the system to facilitate the highest
standards of sport (according to EN14808,
shock absorption >45%).

Lumaflex Linosport offers all the
durability benefits of linoleum combined
with the sports performance of the
Lumaflex sub-construction. It is the ideal
sports surface for a wide variety of sports
as well as non-sports activities. A factory
applied X-treme Finish (XF) surface
protection ensures optimal durability and
resistance.

Tarkett also offers a cradle and batten
levelling system designed for installations
over uneven floors and for those that
require a void to be filled to bring the
finished floor height to the correct level.
Compliant with EN14904, this system is
suitable for use with wood, PVC and
linoleum sports surfaces.

Why have they sold so well?
Performance is critical for sports floors and
it’s at the heart of all our surfaces, which
comply with all European sports

performance standards. Our sports floors
provide shock absorption designed to
enhance safety by reducing the likelihood
of injuries caused by excessive surface
force. Omnisports surfaces provide
optimal acoustic comfort by reducing the
intensity of noise caused by ball bounce
and surface impact. 

For any floor covering, the purchase
cost is only a tenth of the total lifecycle
cost, with cleaning and maintenance
accounting for around 90 per cent. That’s
why we’ve made our sports floors
extremely durable and easy to maintain to
help save time and money. Their lengthy
lifecycle is backed by a five-year guarantee,
and all our sports surface solutions are
installed by experienced contractors. 

Sustainability is also a key factor
today and our commitment to the
environment is reflected in our ‘Balanced
Choice’ approach. This approach
incorporates the recycling of production
waste and the reuse of installation waste
within new floor coverings. Initiatives
such as the loose-lay technique, applicable
to Omnisports, also permit end-of-life
flooring to be recycled.

Who are they aimed at?
Tarkett’s indoor sports floors have been
developed to satisfy the requirements of
every level of sporting endeavour, from
grassroots through to Olympic athletes.
Our principle markets are schools and
community/club sports providers,
including local authorities, private
companies and charitable concerns. 

All our solutions are designed in
consultation with the customer to ensure
they get the best sports flooring for their
needs, whether it’s for a multi-use school
hall that is also used for assemblies, exams
and concerts; a community sports centre
where a variety of different sports are
offered; or a specialist sports facility where
only one or two sports are played to
competition level.

How are they marketed?
Tarkett indoor sports floors are marketed
through Tarkett’s UK headquarters in
Kent, where a dedicated sales specialist is
available to provide product and
specification advice. A dedicated website -
www.tarkett-sports.com/english  - gives
customers access to information on our
entire product range. We also work closely
with a number of flooring contractors and
distributors, located throughout the UK
and Ireland, who help to promote our
sports floors and carry out installations for
our customers. 

For more information email
chris.drinkwater@tarkett.com or call
01892 752306.

Focus ON...
Tarkett Sports surface solutions
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www.gamegear.co.uk

PERFORMANCE WEAR FOR PERSONALISATION



No More Pain from 
rubbing, chafing 
or blisters.

#1 Performing Chafing
Prevention Roll-on.
SportShield works to eliminate the 
unwanted, uncomfortable redness, 
soreness and burning caused from 
chafing during your run!

SportShield is super concentrated and
longer lasting than any other brands!  
No need to reapply!  Use SportShield
on any part of your body! In any sport.

Contact us on:
Tel: 0035 386 3420218

www.highperformancesport.ie   karl@highperformancesport.ie



Meet the
What’s been your best buy?
I’m always pleased if we find an
unknown brand in the UK and it sells
out. It’s even better if it continues to do
so. Brands that stand out are Seafolly,
Deha, Lululemon, MBT and FitFlops.

And your worst?
Without a doubt, Matt Roberts. They
refused to listen to any input on the
styles and it bombed.

Best piece of buying 
advice received?
Buy what your customers want and not
what you like, and run with your
winners and cut your losers.

What’s the secret of 
a successful buyer?
Aside from it being important to enjoy
what you do, it’s essential that you know
your customer. That’s rule number one,
and the rest can follow.

What’s your role 
in the business?
I am the buying director. I buy men and
women’s active/gym wear, all the
accessories and footwear, and oversee
the buying for swimwear with Simone
Kempen, our swimwear buyer.

What criteria do you 
use when making 
buying decisions?
We look for innovative as well as
functional brands that hopefully can offer
a degree of exclusivity and a ‘wow’
factor. Margin/mark-up is important, but
not the sole reason for choosing a brand.

How do you find out 
about new products?
We travel a huge amount to look for new
brands. This includes shows, but also
store visits all over the world. Quite
often a supplier, rep or even a customer
will come direct to us with a new
product as a suggestion. Trade and
consumer magazines can also be very
helpful. We also invest in a lot of
samples to product test.
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David Conitzer, buying director 
at King’s Road Sporting Club 
in London
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BUYER
What was your 
first job in retail?
My first ‘proper’ job was selling Jiffi
Condom t-shirts in a concession at the
Trocadero centre in the West End of
London. I was 16 at the time and sold
them in my school and university
holidays. To this day I still know the
top five slogans, including ‘Got a
Stiffy? Wear a Jiffi’.

How long have 
you been a buyer?
Since September 1994. King’s Road
Sporting Club was a much smaller
shop back then though.

Can you describe the 
shop you work for?
It’s an independent, family-run store
that specialises in activewear,
swimwear and associated accessories.
I’d like to think that we are London’s
premier activewear and swimwear
store.
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PEOPLE

Our sales brochures are available in
hard copy and digital format, which are
accessible from www.sensport.co.uk. If a
retailer needs to communicate any of our
products, he can email a link to either of
our current brochures to the end-user or
direct them to our website. 

Can you tell us about your
internet marketing
initiatives? What kind of
marketing support do you
offer retailers?
We are directing traffic to our website
through various keyword search engine
techniques and pay-per-click campaigns.
Our key accounts are listed on the
website and end-users have the facility
to search via their postcode for the
nearest approved Sensport stockist. 

Last season we launched
www.myteamkit.net, an end-user site
that communicates our bespoke ranges
and gives examples across various sports
of products we produce for clubs,
schools and universities. It allows the
end-user to make a specific enquiry
outlining their requirements. The enquiry
is then directed to the nearest retailer.
We also forward the retailer details to
the end-user and back this up with
custom artwork once the retailer has
processed the enquiry, generating
business for our retail partners.

This season sees the launch of
www.kitselector.com. End-users and
retailers can use this application to
generate club specific presentations from
our stock or MTO offer, which can be
saved in PDF format and emailed to the
decision maker or clients. This is a
fantastic selling tool, as the retailer can
forward their client a whole range of
products in their club colours in minutes. 

Do you think the World Cup
will have a positive impact on
teamwear sales in the UK?
Based on feedback from our accounts,
the period during the World Cup will be
quieter than usual. However, as with any
high profile sporting event the upward
trend in business will come after. If
England progresses further than the
quarter-finals or, dare I say, wins the
World Cup, I’m sure the interest in
football within the UK will be greater
and generate better teamwear sales.  

We have an in-house design team
that delivers professional high quality
bespoke presentations to our retail
partners within 48 hours, enabling them
to work with their clients on custom
ranges. We also offer low minimum
order volumes of 15 units and short lead
times of four-six weeks. 

Providing great service, quality and
price points are paramount to our
success within the industry, which we
are working very hard to achieve.

How do you compete with
the big teamsport brands? 
We have not got the heritage of some 
of our competitors, so we have to 
work harder.   

We have identified that the market was
more brand-led in recent years, but have
found this is on the decline as clubs and
retailers are more focused on the service
they receive and the quality and price point
of the product, rather than a logo.

There are also certain areas, such as
schools, where branded goods are not
acceptable and the larger brands do not

offer the facility for unbranded goods. 

How do you market the 
brand to the end-user?

Our main focus over previous
seasons has been on the

sports trade, and our
marketing has been

focused on this area.
Going forwards, we

are looking at end-
user marketing
through various
publications to
strengthen the

brand further. 
We are also

investing heavily in point of
sale to affirm our in-store
presence and have 
established the brand further
through various end-user
shows such as the Grass
Roots Football LIVE show,
which is a great PR event for
us and also allows us to meet
the end-user and get
feedback on our products,
which is extremely valuable

and very rewarding.

When did you join 
Sensport and why?
I am very fortunate to have joined
Sensport in 2003, when it was in the initial
concept stages, to develop the brand and
establish it in the marketplace. Sensport is
owned, manufactured and distributed by
The Caldoni Clothing Company, who have
35 years’ experience in manufacturing
sports apparel and leisurewear for well
established global sports brands.

I was introduced to The Caldoni
Clothing Company while developing and
manufacturing non-branded leisurewear
for Premiership and Championship
football clubs to sell alongside their
branded ranges. We quickly developed a
good relationship and produced some
fantastic retail products for the pro clubs
that generated good retail sales.

I developed a great rapport with the
directors at Caldoni, and it was a natural
progression for us to work together on
other projects, which resulted in the
Sensport brand. 

Can you tell us about the
brand and what it offers
independent retailers?
We offer a Sen branded stock service
and made-to-order football teamwear
and outerwear range. This has proved
very successful and is currently
being sold in a high proportion
of well established, high profile
teamwear specialists and
independent sports retailers.  

The requirements of our
clients identified a huge
demand for a branded and
unbranded bespoke
multisport brand. This
allowed us to develop a
custom performance apparel
range that covers the core
sports of football, rugby, cricket,
hockey, netball, basketball,
lacrosse, and leisure and outerwear. 

We launched the custom
performance apparel brochure in
October 2009 at the Forcetwelve
Schoolwear Show. We met 
many of our established 
accounts at the show, established a
lot of new accounts and established
Sensport in the school sportswear
industry.   

Movers &
Shakers
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Simon Shalloe, brand manager at Sensport
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XPRES 
CUT®

THE WORLD’S BEST SELLING CUTTER
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Louise Neville runs the shop Runnersworld in
Colchester, where Sports Insight has its head office

Why and how did you 
get into sports retailing? 
Over the past 10 years I have treated
thousands of soft tissue injuries, advised on
muscular imbalances and seen the same
injuries over and over again with people
wearing the wrong footwear for sport. 

My dream of combining a sports injury
clinic with a specialist running store,
having advice on-site every day provided
by fully qualified staff, came true in
December 2006. Runnersworld
Chelmsford has over 700 clients in the
clinic, and a fantastic reputation for service
using video analysis of running style,
offering assistance on correct footwear for
individual needs.

Runnersworld Colchester opened its
doors in March 2010, offering the same
service as Chelmsford. We are really
pleased with the response from customers
over the first nine weeks of business. Both
stores are very spacious, with treadmills
and video analysis systems to offer
assessment of running style. We also have
good size clinic rooms for injury treatment.

Tell us about the store
The aim was to have a specialist running
store that was clean, fresh, big, open,
friendly and exciting. We stock many of the
leading brands in the running market and,
because we are all active and enjoy a range
of activities, our staff know what works. A
good quality product is always easy to sell.

What is the strongest 
sector of the market 
for you at the moment?
Trainers are always the biggest seller.
Through the recent economic downturn
running increased in popularity as gym
memberships took a hit. Whether people

run, walk, cross-train, cycle, do classes or
boot camp, the correct footwear will allow
continued enjoyment and help prevent
injuries.

How has trade been 
in the past 12 months?
Chelmsford has continued to increase its
sales, both through repeat custom and
word spreading about the specialist service
we offer. 

Current best sellers? 
With trainers, there really is no one best
shoe. We look at each foot individually
and that means any one of our brands or
types of support can be pulled out for the
customer to try at any one time.

What’s your area like for 
sports retail? Are there 
many competitors? 
How do you compete?
As we are a specialist retailer, we don’t
have too much in the way of competition.
Our service is unique, with the customer
knowing that if they have a specific injury
or need they can talk to us and we will
respond with a high level of knowledge
and specialist advice you don’t get in your
general sports store.

Are there any current or 
future marketing strategies
you can talk about?
We like to focus our attention on personal
marketing, so we get ourselves out to local
events like the Halstead Marathon, Born 2
Tri triathlon events and local races. This
way we get to meet our potential
customers, and cheer on our current
customers, all while out there promoting.
As a premier store for many brands, we

have exclusive colours on many shoes this
year. Advertising will be seen in the big
national magazines - Runner’s World and
220 Triathlon. This means you can only
buy certain colours exclusively from our
stores.

How do you find out about
new products? Are you a
member of any buying groups?
We have a very good relationship with the
sales teams at many of the leading brands
in both the UK and America. We are
constantly shown new innovations and
products that we get to test prior to
purchase. As a franchise, we buy through
BS Sports Ltd, a large buying group
formed by the owners of Runnersworld.

How do you keep 
customers coming back?
With our unique friendly service and
advice. We are trained to help people - and
that is what we do. The atmosphere in our
stores often gets commented on because it
is a happy place to work and the perfect
place to shop. 

Do you have an internet arm?
Our stores don’t currently have their own
websites. As trainers constantly change in
support, cushioning and fit, I prefer to
offer a one-on-one service to ensure
correct advice and fit, as opposed to
people buying blind straight from the
internet. However, the Runnersworld
group operates www.runnersworld.ltd.uk
for customers who are unable to visit any
of our stores personally.

What have been your biggest
challenges in the business?
It always comes back to set up and
running costs. Any small business will tell
you how difficult it is to get established
while juggling huge costs. I believe that
small businesses are great for the
community and should be assisted and
encouraged by the government, or every
town will end up with the same major
stores and lacking in technical, qualified
advice.

What do you like most and
least about the business?
Best bits are my staff, the clients and the
customers. There are so many friendly,
active people out there. There is nothing
better than seeing someone struggling with
a running injury or something else, then
after our help and advice overcome their
barriers and come back smiling to say
thank you.

If you would like your store to be featured
in Sports Insight call 01273 748675 or
email catherine@partridgeltd.co.uk.
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eileen@sportsandplay.com or 02476
414999 x204.

PlayFair
The FSPA’s leading play association, the
Association of Play Industries, is this
month holding PlayFair, which is aimed
at the outdoor children’s play and safety
surfacing industry. The exhibition is once
again taking place near the FSPA’s head
office at Stoneleigh Park, Coventry on
June 22-23, where 35-plus exhibitors will
hope to welcome over 1,000 visitors from
the public and private sectors .

Last year Play England director,
Adrian Voce, presented within the
PlayFair seminar programme and was
impressed with the event, stating: “The
seminar programme highlighted key
issues and stimulated debate, which is
always to be welcomed.”

PlayFair is the only outdoor 
event dedicated to the play industry
sector, with visitors being able to see
and network with all the major
outdoor children’s play equipment
companies at one time and place. 
This exhibition is a showcase event 
for API members, who consist of
manufacturers, installers, designers and
distributors of both outdoor and indoor
play equipment and safer surfacing, who
are set to face a challenging time ahead
with the implementation of new
government policies. 

GOLF Europe 2010 & PGA
Merchandise Show
The FSPA’s leading golf association, the
British Golf Industry Association
(BGIA), will be fronting a UK pavilion
and providing TAP export grants at both
Golf Europe in Munich (September) and
the PGA Merchandise Show 2011
(January) in Orlando, at which a UK
lounge will also be provided. If you are
considering exhibiting at either show
and would like to apply for a grant or
find out more about joining the
dedicated UK area, contact Milly
Durrant at milly@sportsandplay.com or
on 02476 414 999 x210. 

EFTTEX 2010 
The FSPA’s leading angling association,
the Angling Trades Association, assisted a
group of UK exhibitors to attend the 29th
annual EFFTEX fishing tackle show,
which this year was held for the first time
at the Feria Valencia Centre in Valencia
from June 11-13. 

EFFTEX is Europe’s largest angling
trades exhibition. It attracts over 3,000
visitors from 77 countries and all profits
are directed back into the fishing industry.

This year the ATA has assisted nine
UK companies in gaining assistance from
the TAP grant scheme. For more
information on the ATA and EFTTEX
contact Eileen Taylor on

The FSPA, as the UK’s largest trade
body, holds official status as an
Accredited Trade Organiser (ATO),
which enables it to work closely with
UK Trade & Investment to assist UK
companies in gaining TAP export
grants to help with costs of exhibiting
at overseas trade shows. 

The Federation fronts large UK
pavilions at a number of overseas shows,
where exhibitors gain support and
assistance in all aspects of their trade
show experience, along with increased
footfall to their stands as a result of the
FSPA’s combined marketing and
promotion of the dedicated UK area.  

The FSPA took its largest UK group
yet to ispo 2010, with a total of 14
exhibitors joining the very prominent
and impressive UK area within the
Team Sports Hall B4, and a further 30
UK companies being assisted with
UKTI TAP export grants. If you are
considering exhibiting at ispo 2011 and
would like to apply for a grant, or to
find out more about joining the
dedicated UK area, contact Jane
Montgomery at jane@sportsandplay.com
or on 02476 414 999 x210. 

FSPA MEMBER NEWS
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FSPA focus
The latest news from the Federation of Sports and Play Associations

The trustees of the FSPA’s leading golf associations’
pioneering ‘Grow Golf’ initiative have awarded a grant of
£120,000 to the Golf Foundation, to be provided in three
£40,000 instalments over the next three years.

The British Golf Industry Associations’ Grow Golf fund
was launched in April 2007 by four partners - Acushnet
Europe, Callaway Golf, PING Europe and TaylorMade-adidas
Golf - to stimulate golf participation across all age groups,
geographic regions and social backgrounds in the UK.  

The Grow Golf grant will be used for the Foundation’s
‘Golf Roots’ programme that, due to its success, has recently
combined all ongoing Foundation junior programmes to be
delivered under the Golf Roots brand.  

Grow Golf has joined a list of organisations that support
Golf Roots, which includes The R&A, the European Tour, the
Ryder Cup, the PGA, England Golf, Sport England and the
Ryder Cup Trust. The programme is also backed by high
profile individuals such as BBC presenter DJ Spoony,
broadcaster Ken Brown, Olympic gold medallist Denise Lewis
and golfer Lee Westwood.  

The Golf Foundation has made significant progress in
growing the game over the past five years. Its vision for grass

roots golf is to establish a nationwide
Golf Roots project in each county to
include Golf Roots Community projects,
Golf Roots City projects, Golf Roots Festivals and Golf Roots
Centres.  

Its target for 2013 is to reach at least one million children
per year, with Golf Roots representing golf’s contribution to
the 2012 Olympic legacy and a proactive response to golf’s
inclusion in the 2016 Games.  

“The scale of the award clearly demonstrates how
committed the industry is to the long-term development of the
sport,” says Mike Round, chief executive of the Golf
Foundation. “We are extremely grateful to the Grow Golf
trustees for supporting Golf Roots and helping us to introduce
more children to the sport.”

The trustees are actively seeking other applicants to the
fund, and would be delighted to consider applications for
funding from those requiring support for proposals that will
stimulate the growth of the game at a national, regional or
local level. For further information, a copy of the application
guidelines and an application form contact Milly Durrant
(02476 414999 x207 or milly@sportsandplay.com).

BGIA GROW GOLF FUND AWARDS GOLF FOUNDATION £120,000
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many independent business people have
failed to unlock its potential. The fact
that even today there are still people
who are unable to use, let alone exploit,
email is quite astounding, and all too
often there are trade show conversations
where retailers can be observed saying:
“Yeah, I am on the internet/Facebook”
with the sort of embarrassed self
satisfaction that goes hand in hand with
a display of dad dancing at a function.
Basically, it’s people making the right
noises because they feel they have to,
not because they are embracing the
change that means these digital tools are
now a part of daily life - if not for you,
then for all those young customers
brands are targeting. 

True, the internet has affected sales,
but not in the way you would think.
Online retailing is not so much an
adversary as an advantage. According to
Argos, compared to online, its stores saw
a three to one increase in sales as a
result of the web, and it’s a story that is
echoed by independents who have been
bold enough to use both sales channels.

advent of our current discount driven
society and it’s not difficult to see why
consumers might have become less
bothered about buying. Confirmation
that you can, indeed, have too much of a
good thing. Stealthily and surely mass
market appeal has been moving over for
a whole new buying attitude. One where
emotion is by far the biggest factor in
stimulating successful sales, whether it’s
triggered by ethics or aesthetics. 

Brands, in the main, saw the writing
on the wall and began to reinvent
themselves. It was all about love,
wooing people to become enthralled
with brand identity. The products were
the bonus. So you became an ‘Apple’ or
‘BlackBerry’ person and had to have
whatever your loving relationship
created. Add to this emotional
entanglement the fact that the
communications world was also
undergoing a revolution, giving us all
the right to share our passions, whether
tweeting, friending or blogging. 

The digital move added to the all-
round retail misery, not least because so

We are all agreed that the sports trade
has had quite a bumpy ride - and not
just of late.  Who and what to blame is
as much a dilemma: high street rates,
low-cost products, fashion followers,
brand business models. While the song
generally remains the same, the lyrics
vary only slightly - the occasional
England kit launch and, of course, the
internet are on the list too.

There is no doubt that all of these
factors have played their part in bringing
about tough times for independent
stores. But in terms of the overall
evolving business picture, it’s not quite
so obvious. It’s about change. A
fundamental reality shift, which means
the way people think about what they
want has altered, perhaps fuelled by the
fact that objects of desire became more
and more accessible as people were
driven to earn and enjoy a thoroughly
material ‘lifestyle’.   

Power loss
What is clear is that at some point the
‘product’ lost its power. Add to that the
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Times have changed and
standing out as a retailer means

new thinking to successfully
engage customers, as 
Lauren Fox discovers

BOVVERED?
Are You

Online retailing is not so much an
adversary as an advantage



Today we talk about not being ageist -
ispo, the global sports trade show, has even
had the initiative to showcase a whole
sector dedicated to ‘Best Agers’ packed
with products that are being developed
with the modern oldie in mind. Let’s stop
and remember that Madonna is over 50
and that perhaps gives you an idea of your
older customer and their lifestyle today. 

Drake says: “While many of us are
agonising over the outward signs of
ageing, we are completely ignoring the
insidious, gradual decline into tired,
outdated and old thinking that until now
might have been seen as an inevitable part
of getting older.”   

His book, co-authored with Chris
Middleton, an expert in consumer research
and strategic marketing, is an eye opener
on what can be achieved and includes a
simple six-step programme that helps you
achieve it. As Drake says: “One of the
things that inspired me to write it was the
simple fact of getting older and losing
enthusiasm. Even when I had a successful
retail business, the more it progressed the
less it began to satisfy my creativity and
ambition, simply becoming bogged down
in all the processes involved.” 

Young thinking inspires those around
you and enables you to connect with
everyone from staff to customers, rather
than getting left behind. If you are part of a
professional group, it would be a wise
move indeed to have Drake along as a
speaker, but failing that the book is one of
the best purchases you could make in
order to improve your retail approach. 

Talk about young brains wouldn’t be
complete without reference to the
ubiquitous ‘Siralan’ (or as we now know
him, Lord Sugar). We all know he started
business with £100 at 16. Now more than
40 years later the multi-millionaire has
been fronting a government campaign

promoting the benefits of
apprenticeships. And his latest

television exploit, Junior
Apprentice, is
providing
some jaw
dropping

examples
of how

clued up and
hungry to

succeed young
teens can be.   

With those
naturally young

thinkers snapping at your
business heels it’s definitely

time to rediscover your energy
(and put your experience behind

it) through youthful thinking.  As my
namesake and oh-so stereotypical teen
protests: “Bovvered?” At a certain age, the
answer has to be yes. 

anxieties, fears and even grumpiness that
we acquire as we age,” is the view held
by Tim Drake, co-author of the book
You Can Be As Young As You Think.

Co-founder of Cobra Sports, the
UK’s first store specialising in sports
shoes in the UK, Drake developed the
business over 14 years to more than 40
stores and a turnover of £17million.
When the 1992 recession hit, the
company was sold for virtually nothing
in order to secure the jobs of its 200
employees, and Drake went on to build a
portfolio of interests, utilising his retail
background and former FMCG expertise
as client services director of one of the
world’s top advertising agencies. Today
a successful author and motivational
speaker, he also chairs three think tanks
for chief executives, including in the
sports and leisure industry, with CEOs
from Nike, Reebok, adidas, STAG and
the like.

Inner youthfulness
In his book and presentations Drake
explains how to tap into your inner
youthfulness and re-energise your
business. When you consider that
research reveals people lose motivation
as they age and give up on their
ambitions and
intentions, it’s
clear that the
sports trade
should be
reading his
book
intently. 

Just get out there. See what is
happening, hear what is happening and
make sure it’s your business name that
crops up in conversation. You may have
the most knowledgeable business in the
entire county, but who are you telling
about it and how? By the time you
expect someone to find you, they have
gone where the noise is, or clicked,
shopped and shipped. 

Use professional support. From your
local Chamber of Commerce to one of
the excellent retail buying groups that
can provide you with instant network
strength and should keep you up to date
on new business opportunities and
trends. But make sure you communicate
with your fellow members - one click is
all it takes.

But here’s the thing: none of it will
succeed if you don’t accept one very
important thing about your business.
Older doesn’t mean wiser. Much has
been said about the unique service
offered by a specialist independent, but
there is a real urgency to understand how
to market it in the right way. I say
urgency, because the many that are still
only thinking about digital or sticking to
tradition and hoping customers will
come and find them are treading very
close to a tar pit.   

There was a time when the phrase
‘an old head on young shoulders’ was
something of a business compliment,
perhaps voiced with a slightly
patronising twist. The view being that a
head full of experience was what it took.
Well, forget it. All too often that
knowledge is what is holding you back
and, given that the average independent
retailer is perhaps somewhat on the
mature side, there’s an awful lot of old
thinking around.  
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Before being
bogged down in
websites and
promotions, you need
to get back to the
energetic,
enthusiastic style that
you started out in
business with. Remember
what you wanted to achieve
and put your own thinking in
order, rather than redo the shop
window or move the stock
around.   

“Work with an old brain and
attitude and your customers are on
the receiving end of all those si



for Growing Business. “Imagine how
long it would take a sales rep to contact
that number of prospective customers.
Satisfied repeat customers expand your
salesforce without costing you a penny.”

� Repeat customers are not difficult to
attract. “Nine tenths of the formula for
getting repeat business is common
courtesy and common sense,” says Jay
Conrad Levinson, author of eight books
on marketing. “Something as minor as a
pleasant chat is sometimes all that’s
needed to convince a customer to stick
with you rather than go elsewhere.”

Proven methods
But consultants stress that getting repeat
business is not just a matter of smiling at
people. There are proven ways of
increasing chances of customers coming
back. For instance:

� Anticipate customer needs by keeping
in touch and checking if you can be of
help. Think ahead to what the market
will be demanding next month or next
year and work out how you can improve
products or services. 

� Provide an attractive environment -
customers must get the impression the
place is humming and everything under
control. That means that staff should be
smart, friendly and helpful. Customers
should be made to feel that staff are
pleased to see them.

� Stay competitive by keeping a 
close eye on retail rivals - what they 
are charging, what services they are
offering and so on. Keep abreast of all
new developments in your field. If
you’re not improving, customers will
lose confidence.

� Listen to customers. If that seems
obvious, it’s worth knowing that a recent
London School of Economics study
showed that nearly 60 per cent of small
and medium-sized enterprises made no
effort to train staff to encourage
customers to bring them future business.  

� Give rewards for repeat business -
introduce a simple loyalty card scheme,
for example.

the sea area is thrown in free of charge.
If a boat has problems within a 

week of leaving the workshop it will 
be fixed for nothing. Boats can be
picked up, repaired or serviced and
returned to their owners. And customers
are offered coffee and newspapers. It’s a
strategy based on hard-headed business
sense: recent Confederation of British
Industry customer questionnaires
showed that indifference, being ignored
and failure to complete a job on time are
the three main reasons why customers
move elsewhere.  

“If you make it obvious that you
don’t care about your customers they
almost certainly won’t care about you
and bring you their repeat business,”
says management consultant John
Bullimore, author of How To Keep
Your Customers.   

It’s only basic business sense to do
all you can to make sure customers keep
coming back. And here are just a few of
the reasons:

� Repeat customers cost less than new
ones. According to the latest British
Chambers of Commerce figures, it now
costs between five-eight times more to
attract new customers than to keep
existing ones, and 68 per cent of
customers will not hesitate to go
elsewhere if they feel unappreciated.

Surveys have also shown that the
opportunities to secure new business 
are surprisingly limited. “Prospective
customers will only listen to your 
pitch when they’re ready to buy or 
make a change,” says Ed Brennan of
marketing consultant Harrison, Leifer
DiMarco. “And only they know when
that will be.”

� Repeat customers are walking
advertisements. Satisfied customers will
spread the word about you, which is
valuable free publicity. “Each person’s
circle of influence has been put at
between 50 and 300 people,” says Jay
Lipe, author of The Marketing Toolkit

Graham Moore makes no secret of the
fact that his Hampshire-based RIB
and sports boat servicing and repair
business is not the cheapest on the
south coast. Yet he hasn’t lost a
customer in the past four years.

In the present financial climate,
repeat business has never been more
vital - and yet the latest surveys show
that 75 per cent of customers who stop
buying from small or medium-sized 
UK retailers usually do so because
“they’re not bothered if they have our
business or not”.

Common sense
No one could accuse Moore of that. “We
have found that if you look after
customers they’ll come back,” he says.
“It’s common sense really, but happily
most of my competitors don’t seem to
have worked that out.”

Which is why every sports boat dealt
with by Moore’s family-owned business
is automatically cleaned inside and out,
the safety equipment and radio is
checked, the towing trailer is checked
and greased - and an up-to-date chart of

REPEAT BUSINESS
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How to keep customers
COMING BACK

In the present financial climate, it’s
never been more vital, says Tony James

ABOVE: It costs five-eight times more to attract
new customers than to keep existing ones



shown that customers expect to hear
from you within four hours at best 
and 24 hours at worst. Any longer
and your chances of getting repeat
orders will plummet.

� Stay in touch. This isn’t rocket
science: to get repeat orders you
have to constantly remind people
that you’re in business. So choose
marketing methods you can afford
and stay in touch with customers on
a weekly, monthly or quarterly basis.
Try newsletters, a blog, email and
even postcards. 

� Go wide and deep - that’s the
latest jargon for selling
complementary products and
services so that your customers get
pretty well everything they need
from one source,  and so increase
your chances of getting repeat orders

Remember that everything you 
do will influence the chances of
customers coming back. For
instance:

� Don’t be closed when you should 
be open. 

� Don’t keep customers waiting. It’s
frustrating and makes them feel
they’ve lost control. 

� Don’t make rash promises just to
defuse the situation. A customer
who’s been let down twice won’t
come back a third time.

� Don’t make it hard for people to
find you. Advertise, take entries in
directories and send out mailshots
containing a simple map.

� Don’t rush things. If customers
want a friendly chat do your best to
oblige, even when things are hectic. 

And finally, it’s the little things that
can really make a difference when
you’re looking for repeat business. If
you go beyond the standard
customer service offered by most
retailers you should, with luck, get
customers coming back to buy from
you again and again.

� Admit mistakes and put them
right. Of the number of customers
who complain, nearly 70 per cent
will do future business with you if
you admit the error and remedy it.
The percentage jumps to 85 per cent
if you resolve the problem quickly
and pleasantly.

When there’s been a monumental 
foul-up, use this simple five-point
plan:
1. Listen to the exact nature 

of the problem.
2. Ask what the customer wants 

you to do.
3. List the possible solutions.
4. Act immediately on an 

agreed solution.
5. Follow up to make sure the 

client is satisfied.

When you’re dealing with the
problem, don’t argue or claim you’re
in the right. Be polite and stay
friendly. But don’t be too bright and
breezy - that may give the impression
you’re not taking the matter seriously.
Make returns easy - customers who
get a faulty item may buy from you
again if they know that a replacement
isn’t going to be a hassle.

� Honour your commitments. It’s 
easy to promise the earth and then 
have second thoughts when the
customer’s in the bag. So keep your 
side of the bargain, no matter how 
small the purchase. 

� Avoid the temptation to give
potential customers priority. Your
obligations are to your existing
clients. Customer care can be
expensive and inconvenient, but
without it you’ll lose repeat business
faster than you’ll gain new clients.

� Take care of customers. Don’t
promise more than you can deliver. A
let-down customer will probably
never trust you again. Make it easy
for customers to reach you with
repeat orders via phone and email.

� Respond promptly - studies have
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What do you do when you are an
Italian rugby team and you turn up
for an important rugby match in
England, only to discover you’ve

forgotten all your kit? Panic, sure,
but then pick up a phone and call
one of the new kids on the

sportswear block that prides itself
on customer service. 

That’s what happened to Parma last
October when they arrived in
Yorkshire for an Amlin Challenge
Cup match against Leeds Carnegie.
Inexplicably, the three-time Italian
champions had left their designated

white kit back home in Emilia-
Romagna and were facing

having to forfeit the
match and a

hefty fine.

BULL
CHARGES 
INTO THE
MARKET
Top rugby union player 
Phil Vickery is
building quite a
reputation for
himself off the
pitch as his
Raging Bull
brand goes
from
strength to
strength, as
Adrian Hill
finds out

RUGBY
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Enter Raging Bull, the seven-year-
old brand founded by former England
rugby union captain Phil Vickery. 

Recommendation
“I was at a wedding on the Saturday
night when I received a phone call from
Parma asking if we could provide them
with a set of kit for their match the next
day,” recalls Raging Bull on-field
managing director, Carl Richards.
“Apparently an Italian lad playing for a
junior club in Yorkshire had
recommended us to them. I left the
wedding and drove to Bolton, getting
into our factory at 8.30am and set sail on
producing 35 sets of kit with names and
numbers.” 

It was the equivalent of Juventus
turning up to play Fulham in football’s
Europa League at 1pm on a Thursday
and asking a manufacturer to organise
their gear for a 7.30pm kick-off that
night.

Miraculously Raging Bull achieved
the task within four hours and, after a
Sunday lunchtime trip over the Pennines,
Parma received their shirts, shorts and
socks at 1.45pm - plenty of time for a
3pm kick-off!

It was an example of the can-do
approach that typifies a company that is
beginning to make a real impression in
both the rugby and leisure markets. 

Set up in 2003 by Vickery, the
‘Raging Bull’ comes from the nickname
given to the Wasps prop by former
England coach, Sir Clive Woodward.
The wear and tear of professional rugby
made the Cornishman realise that he
needed to make plans for his life after
playing. He has come through four
career threatening injuries to his neck
and back, the latest of which occured
last year.

Vickery’s experience in the game has
been key in developing a strategy that
sees his company develop shirts from
designs worked through with clubs and
delivered to Parma-esque tight deadlines.  

In May 2009 it teamed up with sports
clothing manufacturer Halbro to design
and supply sportswear with player
endorsement. Halbro’s manufacturing
expertise and facilities provided Raging
Bull with fast, high quality design-to-
supply and quick lead times. A string of
minor British rugby union sides, schools,
colleges and universities, and even a club
in Nigeria, have used its services to get
their hands on highly original and
distinctive kit. The company has also
moved into rugby league.

“The brand unites sport authenticity
with the design-led lifestyle of today,”
says Richards.
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made a very nice connection with our
brand.” 

As part of the deal, Raging Bull
supplied a clothing merchandise range,
including branded jackets, rugby-style
shirts and other leisurewear, to
Mitsubishi-owned and operated car
dealerships across the UK. Sales and
customer service staff at designated
showrooms wore the clothing and the
collection was also available for
purchase by Mitsubishi customers.

Vickery and his team, while
spreading the word, have also pledged
their support to good causes with its
‘Tackle It’ range of menswear carrying
the logo of Orchid - a men’s cancer
charity - to raise awareness of testicular
cancer, with 30 per cent of proceeds
going to fight the problem. And the
Junior Rugby Academy in south west
England runs a range of classes for girls
and boys during school holidays to
develop their skills with RFU qualified
coaches. 

Building on the success of the
partnership with Mitsubishi, another
target appears to be corporate wear.
Raging Bull sees this as a fast-growth
sector, developing ‘high-quality yet
affordable’ company-branded clothing
for local and national businesses.
Diversification is the name of the game.

Vickery has seen rugby union
change a great deal during his 15 years
playing at the highest level. His own
role as a prop requires much greater
mobility and a more varied skill set than
what was expected in 1995. He has
brought this to his multifaceted business.

He is one of the breed of
professional players who knows little
more than playing the game. However,
that judgement would be a mistake, as
Vickery is proving himself to be much
more than just a rugby player - the
grateful custodians of Parma rugby club
can certainly vouch for that.

Since the autumn of 2007 Raging Bull
has expanded into leisurewear,
following in the footsteps of another
brand set up by an international rugby
player, Fran Cotton’s Cotton Traders.
This new stream has caught the eye of
high street giant Debenhams. Starting
off in Gloucester, where Vickery is a
hero from his time playing for the
Cherry and Whites, Raging Bull has
moved elsewhere within the Debenhams
chain.

The Gloucester shop underwent a
major refurbishment, with a brand new
sports floor, to house the Raging Bull
collection. It was part of a launch of
new sports departments at 41
Debenhams stores nationwide.

“We are currently in eight
Debenhams stores around the country,”
reports Georgette Ryan from Raging
Bull’s marketing division. “We have
strategically placed in locations that host
Premiership rugby - Northampton,
Gloucester, Newcastle, London - where
Phil’s name is well known. We are also
doing good business through our link
with High & Mighty and recently we
have stocked Blacks and Countrywide.” 

The recruitment from Timberland of
leisurewear managing director Shannon
Mercer has strengthened Raging Bulls’
hand in the non-rugby market. The
sector is vital for a brand making its
way as the likes of adidas and Nike
circle their wagons around the big fish
in the Premiership and Magners League,
making it tough for smaller fry to sign
up high profile clubs on shirt deals.

Saracens’ recent liaison with Nike is
an example of a Goliath beginning to
pound its way into a sport that it had
hitherto toyed with. “The Premiership is
a difficult area at the moment for us,”
admits Ryan. “The big brands have
more resources to attract clubs.
However, we provide kit for sevens and
rugby league teams, and we are looking
to increase our involvement in those
sectors.”

Innovative
It takes innovative marketing to make
an impression on a crowded landscape,
and this is where Raging Bull claims it
scores. The potency of the name, with
its vivid imagery and human connection
through Vickery, has enabled the
company to think outside the box. 

A link with Mitsubishi Motors has
seen the L200 truck Raging Bull net the
highest sales of any one brand in the
total UK pick-up market across all car
manufacturers. “It was just a perfect
fit,” adds Ryan. “The look of the
vehicle, even down to its leather seats,



There have been widespread
improvements in secondary school
sport over the past five years, but there
is a gap when it comes to a coherent
structure for primary school sport in
state schools, sport analysts believe. 

According to the PE and Sport Survey
2008/09, carried out by the Department for
Children, Schools and Families (DCSF)
last year, the amount of competitive sport
in schools remains low, with only 22 per
cent of primary school pupils and 18 per
cent of secondary school pupils regularly
participating in inter-school sport.

However, for anyone despairing at the
lack of sports facilities in schools, and the
increase in the number of obese kids, the
news on school sports could be looking up. 

New initiatives
The free swimming scheme implemented
by the last government that has been
welcomed by so many is one sporting
legacy that is bound to have positive results
in the future. The UK School Games is
another. Launched last year, this multi-sport
event for the nation’s most talented school
age athletes is designed to replicate the feel
of events like the Olympic and Paralympic
Games, with opening and closing
ceremonies and athletes’ villages.  

Meanwhile, the new coalition
government pledged last month to create
an all-inclusive, annual national Olympic-
style school sports competition between
schools that will climax with a finals
session held in the Olympic Stadium in
London. The competition would see
individual schools crowned as champions
in a variety of different sports and age
groups. In addition, there are a number of
independent initiatives that should boost
school sports considerably. 

But when Jessica Ennis, the world
heptathlon and indoor pentathlon champion,
bemoans the lack of attention to sport in
primary schools it’s time to sit up and take
notice. Recently she stated that “radical
changes” should be made to make Britain’s
primary schoolchildren physically literate. 

Ennis, alongside Olympic gold
medallists Sally Gunnell and Darren
Campbell, and UK Athletics chairman Ed
Warner, launched a new scheme last month
to help put athletics back on the agenda in
schools. The Aviva Elevating Athletics
Fund is a set of resources designed to place
running, jumping and throwing at the heart
of school physical education and support
teachers in delivering athletic activity in an
inclusive, exciting and engaging manner.

The Aviva Elevating Athletics Fund is
an initiative that hopes to raise the
standards of athletics teaching in schools,
and is in direct response to new research
released about parents and teachers across

IN SEASON SCHOOL SPORTS
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An ICM Research survey of
children and young adults
aged eight to 18 revealed
that many British schoolchildren want to find out
more about sports. Catherine Eade finds out what’s
in the pipeline for improving school sports in the UK

POSITIVE
signs



on our doorstep gives this country a
golden opportunity to inspire a
generation of children to take part in
sport and leave a lasting sporting legacy,
a key issue for newly appointed minister
for sport, Hugh Robertson. 

Robertson is a keen sportsman: a
playing member of the MCC, he tops the
parliamentary batting averages, still plays
hockey and played rugby for his
regiment. And although cuts in public
spending on sport are inevitable over the
next few years, Robertson sees the legacy
of 2012 as his top priority. 

“The lack of a tangible mass-
participation sports legacy from 2012 is
the single biggest sports policy challenge
facing the government,” he says. “My
priorities are incredibly clear and
incredibly challenging: to deliver the
2018 World Cup, to deliver the 2012
Olympics and to drive a mass-
participation sports legacy.” 

Robertson has taken office in
circumstances both exciting and
challenging. London 2012 is only the first
of a list of major sporting events bound
for the UK in the next decade, including
perhaps the 2018 World Cup. 

If the mass-participation sports legacy
he talks about is to come to fruition, then
primary schools will surely be the first
target - and there is no one who will be
complaining about that.

three million schoolchildren in sport
throughout the week-long event and
presents awards to schools deemed to
have made the most significant
contribution in school sports. 

As well as helping schools celebrate
their sporting achievements over the past
year, organisers say the week gives them
the chance to see the impact that sport can
have on pupils’ development. The event is
designed to encourage and motivate school
children nationwide to take up sport and
enjoy a healthier, more active lifestyle. 

Hopefully this initiative will go some
way to reversing the results of the PE
and Sport Survey carried out by the
DCSF last year. The report painted a
fairly bleak picture of school sports in
the UK, including the revelations that
only 14 per cent of year 11 pupils
regularly take part in inter-school sports,
more than one in five pupils do not get
the basic two hours of sport required
under the previous government’s physical
education target and far fewer teenagers
are playing sport in general.

The ICM Research survey carried out
last month for Olympic sponsor TSB
revealed that hosting the Games was felt
by many to be a good chance to get active
and lead a healthier lifestyle, with 60 per
cent of young people saying they were
inspired by London 2012.

Having the 2012 Olympic Games 

the country, which reveals:
� Over half of the UK’s PE teachers (54
per cent) feel they need further training to
teach athletics effectively.
� 62 per cent of teachers believe their
schools lack the facilities to teach athletics.
� Parents across the UK want a greater
emphasis on athletics in schools, with 
58 per cent saying athletics is the sport
they would most like their children
taught at school above all others -
including football.
� 72 per cent of parents believe that an
increase in the level of athletics in
schools would benefit their children’s
ability not only in other sports, but also in
developing their coordination skills, team
building abilities and competitive spirit.

In response to the research, the fund will
provide support in three ways: free places
on athletics teaching courses for every
school in the UK; detailed curriculum
resource packs for all teachers; and the
chance for schools to win a £10,000 sports
grant for facility upgrades. A series of elite
athlete visits to schools will also be
arranged to help inspire students further,
as the research also shows that 93 per cent
of teachers believe elite sports people play
a crucial role in inspiring children to get
involved in sport.

Ennis, who began her athletics career
aged 10 at her local track in Sheffield
after a ‘try out’ day, believes she could
have been learning the running, skipping,
jumping and throwing skills she has
employed so gracefully at elite world
level as a primary school pupil. 

“It’s a key age,” she says. “Young
children learn languages at that age and
acquire languages easily, and absorb
them, and perhaps we should be looking
to do the same with physical skills. The
basics in athletics are the skills that can
be used for virtually any sport. By
starting with the basics at this age it sets
up the right habits for life, and it gives
people the right techniques to be
physically coordinated. That’s what
physical education is in real terms, and if
we get it right at the start of children’s
schooling, it will stay with them forever.”

Achievement
Another event that seems to be gathering
momentum is National School Sport
Week, which this year will take place
between June 28 and July 2. More than
10,000 schools in the UK have already
signed up to increase sporting achievement
for school children during this week. 

Billed as Britain’s biggest-ever school
sporting event, the initiative, launched
two years ago by Gordon Brown and
Dame Kelly Holmes, engages more than
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BAGS FOR SCHOOL - BAGS FOR SPORT - BAGS FOR LEISURE

The Ridge 53 Range of Back-to-School Bags 2010 is now available
Unique eye-catching designs in 600D nylon, triple stitched at all stress points, air channel 
system, padded straps with phone holder, reinforced handle and waterproof rain cover.

RIDGE 53 IS DISTRIBUTED IN THE UK AND IRELAND BY SPORTECH LIMITED

Call us at 00353-1-6293848 for more information on the RIDGE 53 range

www.sportech.ie



The Goddess is a woman's sport  & travel bag, with wash bag, 
laundry bag & shoe bag included.

Woman's ergonomic fit  ‘active backpack’ with 1.5 ltr hydra-
tion bladder, multi-pockets & easy access MP3 pockets.

Wash bag
 included
Wa
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Laundry bag 
included
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      women’s sport & active bags

H20 
Hydration

bladder
included

Shoe bag 
included

Reflective 
bike light

 attachment 
point

Easy access 
MP3/energy gel

 pocket on 
shoulder strap

Lightweight woman's ergonomic fit 
runner’s bag with reflective safety trims,

MP3 pocket, adaptable water bottle sleeve, 
security pocket & more.

Gym & Travel

Run & Cycle 

Running & Walking 

 

Email: hello@workplay-bags.com 

Tel: 01793-791020 

www.workplay-bags.com

bags for an active & organised life 

™

Workplay bags are feminine and functional sports bags meticulously engineered to fit 

the female form for comfort and fit.

Each bag is intelligently designed to be ideal for a range of multi-sport activities, 

for gym, swim, travel, bike and run.

For trade enquiries:-



IN SEASON RUNNING

Running
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Brooks Adrenaline GTS 10
The Brooks Adrenaline GTS 10 marks its 10th anniversary with customary
sleekness. This stability shoe is a world best-seller in running stores -
renowned for its comfort and fit allied to a stability that is every mild-to-
moderate pronators dream. Brooks’ masterpiece now comes with a Bio-
Mogo midsole that decomposes in just 20 years, instead of the 1,000 years
for normal trainers.

Brooks Glycerin 8 
The new Glycerin 8 neutral running shoe features Brooks revolutionary
DNA compound for cushioning that adapts to the force put into the shoe.
So whether the wearer is 16 stone or eight stone, the DNA compound will
adapt to the wearer’s need. Truly a shoe for every individual.
For more information about Brooks products and 
sales call customer service on 01903 817009.

Saucony Kinvara: barefoot running for the masses
Saucony’s latest training shoe, the ProGrid Kinvara, is nearly 40 per cent (130g) lighter than its top-
of-the-range cushioning model, the Triumph 7, but actually offers more cushioning in the forefoot.
The Kinvara has a ProGrid LITE heel cushioning unit that is constructed of EVA and rubber, but is a
lighter composition.

This new midsole, along with a monomesh upper, reduces the weight of the shoe drastically, yet
the overlays and carbon rubber triangular lugs (yes, the famous triangular lugs are back) still provide

a durable yet great fitting training shoe. You’ll barely feel the shoe on your foot.
For more information visit www.saucony.co.uk/kinvara or contact your Saucony representative

by emailing info@saucony.co.uk.
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HILLY HYDRAFUEL
HILLY has released HYDRAFUEL, a brand-new hydration and nutrition carrier range of
bags, carriers and accessories that make carrying water and gels easier for every runner.

Initially based around five new products, the range includes a 17 litre backpack,
compatible with up to two litre drinks bladders and featuring a rain cover; a double
funnel bottle belt that’s ideal for trail running; an all-new waist pack; a funnel bottle belt;
and a handheld bottle strap with pockets to hold keys/phones.

HILLY is certain the introduction of this new range will further enhance the company’s
reputation as the number one sock and accessories brand in the UK running market.

The range will be pre-sold over the coming months and available in-store from
November 1.
For further details contact HILLY on 0161 366 5020 or email
thomas.coxon@hillyclothing.co.uk.







IN SEASON SWIMMING
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Zoggs Predator Flex 
Zoggs has launched the Predator Flex goggle.

It features 4 Flexpoint Technology, which allows the frame to flex around 
the face and the nosebridge to flex around the eyes for enhanced fit.

Available in four colourways, the Predator Flex also features:
� Fogbuster impregnated anti-fog lenses.
� A quick adjust strap mechanism.
� Curved Lens Technology 180 degree undistorted peripheral vision.
� Lens options to suit all light conditions.

The models are:
White with a blue lens - blue lenses are designed to reduce glare and 
provide great visibility outdoors or in bright light.
Blue with a CV lens - CV lenses are ‘Clear Vision’ lenses, ideal for both 
outdoor and indoor swimming and all weather 
conditions. These lenses amplify light in darker conditions 
and reduce glare in bright or sunny conditions.
Black with a smoke lens - smoke lenses are for 
outdoor swimming in sunshine.
Silver with a mirrored lens - mirrored 
lenses provide sun protection and 
are perfect for open water swimming 
as they stop water reflection.

RRP: £19.99-£22.99.

Swimming



Jakabel: number one for 
UV50+ floatsuits, sunsuits,
wetsuits and pool toys
All for immediate delivery - great colours, great prices and no minimums.
From baby UV rompers to adult rash vests.

The Swimsafe Floatsuit is the only floatsuit in the world with 
a unique foam ring around the neck that prevents children tipping over
while swimming.

The UV50+ clothing is made from the highest quality nylon/lycra,
which is colourfast to
chlorinated water and 
blocks out 97.5 per cent 
of the sun’s rays.

The pool toy range
consists of unique styled
dive games, ride-ons 
and even underwater
skateboards - must haves
for those fun-filled 
family holidays.
Visit www.jakabel.com
or call Josu on 
07957 541406 
or 020 8715 2385 
for more details.
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www.footballsouvenirs.net

Units 1 & 2 Jackson Court
Gallowfields Trading Estate

Richmond
North Yorkshire

DL10 4FD
01748 826024

sales@footballsouvenirs.net





Be wise when you 
advertise
As a rule, our advertisers don't trust their marketing budgets to random passers by or lottery tickets.

No... they put it our way because ABC audited circulation figures show exactly where every penny of 
their advertising spend goes.

Unless Daddy owns the company, we imagine you also care enough about your job not to fritter away 
your own budget.

For more information on ABC Certificates please contact info@abc.org.uk or visit www.abc.org.uk

Industry agreed measurement
www.abc.org.uk



www.cardiosport.com
Cardiosport, Dragoon House, Hussar Court, Waterlooville, PO7 7SF
Tel : 023 9225 7388 E-mail info@cardiosport.com
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models from other brands. 
Truebalance has a different look and

feel from Rock and Tone and is based on
the ‘instability’ method, with a sole that
encourages the wearer to maintain a natural
balance and use more muscle strength. 

It’s good news for shoe retailers when
a craze boosts sales so markedly. Ken
Hicks, chairman, CEO and president of
Foot Locker in the States, says athletic
footwear sales in the US rose
significantly over the past year, led by
what he terms the “explosive” growth of
toning shoes in the women’s market. 

At the other end of the spectrum, the
trend for going barefoot as a way of
toning, losing weight and improving
general well-being is still showing signs
of increasing. Vibram FiveFingers are still
turning heads with their anatomical
design, but they are now joined by other
brands that have also embraced the
concept of the barefoot shoe. Opposite is
a round-up of the most popular
physiological footwear on the market.

retail turnover of £1.4billion worldwide
in the near future.

With projections like these it’s hardly
surprising that an increasing number of
shoe manufacturers are getting in on the
act. New Balance has become the latest
big player to launch a toning shoe with
the Rock and Tone range in the US, while
in Europe the company is to launch
Truebalance.

Graham Dicken, marketing manager
EMEA region for New Balance, says:
“We believe that toning shoes will
become fully established as a category
and yes, they do make a difference. We
don’t have specific global figures, but
estimate that in the US alone the toning
category broke the $100million mark last
year and is growing rapidly.”

The company is taking two different
technological approaches to toning. Rock
and Tone, which has an identifiable
rocker bottom, is available for women as
a trainer or sandal and the look of the
collection is “sleeker” than similar

While there will never be a true
alternative to running, cycling,
swimming or a good gym routine, for
those looking to lose weight or tone up an
increasing number of people are looking
down at something to help them in their
quest for fitness these days: their shoes. 

Specialist shoes for fitness are nothing
new - MBTs first hit the market 14 years
ago - but there is a real buzz in the States
for ‘toning footwear’, particularly amongst
women, and this is sure to hit the UK. 

Toning footwear will continue to be a
driver of growth in the athletic footwear
sector, according to the Buckingham
Research Group, which says: “The toning
category is by far the best-selling segment
in athletic, and perhaps the area in all of
footwear with the most buzz.” 

The NPD Group reported at the start
of the year that sales of toning shoes into
retailers jumped to £102million in 2009,
and recent analysis of the market by
Sporting Goods Intelligence estimated
the sector is likely to reach an annual
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FEET
first
Shoes that tone your legs without
a visit to the gym sound too good
to be true, but it’s not just MBTs
that promise a workout while you
walk. Catherine Eade investigates



well-being and increased energy,
awareness, joy and personal
sustainability.’

Each step in Truebalance shoes tests
your balance, thus increasing muscle
activation, and increases calorie burning,
says the brand, which calls the shoes
hidden beauty secrets. According to New
Balance’s tests, the shoes create a 29 per
cent increase in muscle activation and
burn 10 per cent more calories than
regular trainers.

Skechers Shape-ups
‘With the comfort of Shape-ups, you will
feel your heel sink to the ground as you
step, roll forward as your weight shifts to
its centre and push off with your toes.
This movement may result in stronger
leg, buttock, back and abdominal muscles
as you stabilise your steps.’

Skechers’ toning trainers take the
best-loved Skechers sneaker designs
combined with a dynamic rolling sole,
which mimics the effects of barefoot
walking to increase muscular activity in
the calves, thighs, glutes and core. 

Earth Footwear
‘Strengthen and tone the body through
footwear, and burn more calories with
every step.’
Each pair of Earth Footwear shoes
features a 3.7 degree incline that fixes
your heel lower than the ball of your foot.
The design can be traced back to Danish
yoga instructor Anne Kalso, who noted
the superb posture of the Brazilian
Indians - with their heel prints in sand
being lower than their toe prints - and
developed a natural footwear design she
called ‘negative heel technology’. Her
vision is the foundation for the design of
all Earth Footwear.

The company says that a raised heel
can cause back problems, as it throws
your weight forward, makes it more
difficult to balance and places your spine
out of alignment. With a negative heel,
your head is straight, shoulders roll back,
breathing is more efficient and your spine
and pelvis align, creating a natural,
healthier stride.

Vibram FiveFingers
‘Stimulating the muscles in your feet and
lower legs will not only make you
stronger and healthier, it improves your
balance, agility and proprioception.’

An evolution in shoe design, these
shoes replicate the feeling of being
barefoot with individual toes and a thin,
flexible rubber sole contoured to the
shape of the foot. The shoes are backed
by osteopath and naturopath Matt
Wallden, who after years of studying
biomechanics realised that shoes were:

MBTs 
‘The muscular system is exercised all the
way up to the neck, stretched and relaxed
again, the body balanced with every step.’

Not only does the self-proclaimed
‘anti-shoe’ increase the fitness levels 
of its wearer with every step, it also 
has sustainable health benefits, 
according to MBT.

Clinical studies carried out by the
brand show that walking in shoes that
encourage a rolling gait boasts many
health benefits, including more toned and
strengthened leg, back, buttock and
abdominal muscles; reduced body fat and
cellulite; improved circulation, aerobic
conditioning and exercise tolerance; and
improved posture, relieving muscle
tension and back/joint problems. 

FitFlop Toning Sandals
FitFlop sandals were an early entrant into
the toning shoe craze. The ‘flip flop with
the gym built in’ was an instant success
and has been at the forefront of toning
footwear ever since. FitFlop footwear is
biomechanically engineered to help tone
and tighten your leg muscles while you
walk in them. 

Studies at the Centre for Human
Performance at London South Bank
University show that normal walking in
FitFlop sandals can increase leg, calf and
gluteal muscle activity and muscle tone,
improve posture, and simulate aspects of
barefoot walking, but with more muscle
load. FitFlop wearers have also reported
relief from plantar fasciitis, heel spurs,
chronic back pain, sciatica, osteoarthritis,
restless leg syndrome, scoliosis and
degenerative disc disease.

Reebok EasyTone
Reebok has launched a range of
EasyTone toning trainers designed to
resemble an everyday sports trainer while
employing small air cushions in the sole
to create instability and rolling foot
movement in order to activate leg and
core muscles for longer, resulting in a
rapid toning effect. 

The EasyTone Curve creates a slight
instability, like walking on sand. The
shoes encourage toning through increased
muscle activation in three key areas of
the leg: the gluteus maximus, hamstrings
and calves. EasyTone ‘balance pod
technology’ encourages up to 11 per cent
more toning in the hamstrings and calves,
and up to 28 per cent in the glutes.

New Balance
‘Truebalance allows women of all ages to
tone their bodies without calling attention
to their footwear. Burning calories is the
basis for weight loss, a goal for healthy
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“Somewhat inconsistent with
evolutionary theory and in fact could be
detrimental”. 

They are distributed by Wallden’s
company Primal Lifestyle in the UK and
Ireland, while Vibram-branded shops have
opened in some countries to cater for
demand. Developed originally for sailing
and climbing, the shoe is now used for a
variety of sports pursuits, and feedback
from runners who have switched to
FiveFingers borders on the evangelical. 

Terra Plana
‘The muscles and nerve endings have
been encased in regular shoes all their
life. An inflexible shoe effectively splints
the foot and prevents it from its natural
range of movements. Most shoes
unnaturally mask tactile sense.’

Terra Plana has released Vivo
Barefoot, a range of shoes that realign
the wearer’s natural posture and focus on
protecting the natural shape and design
of the foot. The company’s new Evo
running shoes are incredibly light with a
transparent upper and an ultra-thick
puncture resistant sole. As with Vibram
FiveFingers, the company’s advice is to
make the transition to ‘barefoot shoes’
slowly. Wearers of Vivo Barefoot shoes
say you will never wear ordinary shoes
again after trying them for five minutes.

Kigo
‘Allowing the foot to move naturally
strengthens the muscles in the foot,
promotes better posture and creates a
more effortless stride, whether running
or walking.’

This eco-friendly minimalist
footwear can be folded for easy
portability. The brand positions itself as a
provider of comfortable barefoot-type
shoes for everyone from serious barefoot
athletes to the mother who wants a pair
of ecologically responsible, comfy shoes
for running around. si
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news for those businesses that
continued to import, particularly from
the Far East. 

However, this was short-lived as the
concerted effort to squeeze capacity
when economies stabilised and
consumer demand strengthened has
caused the steep rise in rates over
recent months. In this upswing shipping
lines are now intent on clawing back
huge losses sustained in 2009. 

A key role as a leading logistics
supplier in this industry is to work
closely with our clients, the shipping
lines and our overseas agents to provide
a constant and high quality service,
both in good times and tough periods.

In order to gain maximum benefit
from our advice and quality of service,
Import Services engages in the supply
chain from the onset and issue of
purchase orders with Far East factories.

Our role starts before goods are
shipped, working with our clients to
help them plan everything - from how
product should be packaged, to the
mode of shipment selected and 
when to transport. The chain of events
that needs to take place to move
product successfully between factory
and customer requires detailed 
planning and contingency measures
because the supply chain is prone to
changing circumstances. 

Quality
Ninety-five per cent of goods imported
to the UK by specialist logistics
company Import Services come from the
Far East, and its position as the logistics
company of choice for a growing
number of operators in the sporting
world is based not only on the quality of
service, but the strong relationships we
have built up with the Far East, our
agents there and the factories we deal
with on a regular basis.

Long-term relationships in the Far
East, economies of scale, our portcentric
operation in Southampton and bonded
warehouses put us in the best position to
help importers and manufacturers
supplying the UK and continental
Europe, and at the moment this
combination is proving a successful
formula for a wide range of established
and new clients.

The cost of importing from the Far
East has certainly been volatile, and
shipping costs have been a major part of
this unstable market. Shipping costs
plummeted last year as a result of global
recession and excess capacity - good

China dominates import business to
the UK and goods from the Far East
are integral to the success of the sports
business in this country. 

This is a situation that will continue
well into the long term, and the most
successful businesses will be those that
capitalise on the best ways to source and
transport their products from factories to
retail units and customers directly.
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LOGISTICS

Mike Thomas, client services director at
Import Services, explains how you can benefit
from using this specialist logistics supplier

SERVICE
At Your

Mike Thomas: “Using
a logistics provider
means costs can
be controlled”



emissions and cutting down on road
congestion. Product is handled and
moved directly from warehouses and
distribution centres located at, or very
close to, the port itself.  

Import Services has a quarter of a
million square feet of space in two
modern distribution centres close to the
port of Southampton and is expanding
from this base with the imminent
opening of new warehousing adjacent to
the container port.

For us the sports industry continues
as a core logistics activity, as an
increasing number of businesses select
our services and benefit from the
expertise available. Import Services is
Authorised Economic Operator (AEO)
accredited, a member of the British
International Freight Association (BIFA)
and offers Customs Freight Simplified
Procedures (CFSP) bonded storage.
This, combined with a compelling
distribution model direct to retail or
consumer, is building long-term
relationships with our clients. 

the UK and Europe,” says Jon Everitt,
Benross Europe CEO. “Dynamic
external factors which determine the
levels of product we bring to retailers also
impacts greatly, so we must be capable of
moving swiftly. This involves delicate
balance and flexible logistics services.

“Teaming up with Import Services and
benefiting from its portcentric approach to
distribution enables us to react at speed to
market demand and in a manner which has
challenged Benross in the past.”

Global sourcing is strategically
important for any company as it keeps
costs down, so why let rising costs,
longer transit times and difficulties
associated with distribution eat into
those savings? Port-based distribution
has a significant impact, particularly as
retail market trends show smaller
volume orders are required more
frequently, and so delivering direct to
store or to a customer at home using
parcels is increasing in popularity.

A portcentric system enables whole
sections of the supply chain to be
removed and so minimises the waste of
resources, time and materials. It helps to
decrease demurrage (the charges
incurred when the loading/unloading of
a container is delayed) and trim down
the price of handling and transporting
goods to the RDC.

Using a logistics provider means
costs can be controlled and the focus is
on manufacturing/sourcing the right
products and marketing successfully
without being distracted by non-core
activities such as managing warehouses,
land, labour, fuel and transport.

A port-focused operation also meets
environmental objectives by reducing
road miles clocked up by freight hauling
containers, thus decreasing carbon

This means clear lines of
communication between all parties
involved are key, and our ability to
anticipate, steer and flex services to
deliver a successful outcome make the
difference. 

The fact we manage significant
volumes of freight from the Far East and
have developed established relationships
with shipping lines and a network of
agents places Import Services in a
fortunate position to secure competitive
and reliable slot allocations for our
clients at all times, particularly important
at peak season when capacity is tight.

We manage full container load (FCL),
less than container load (LCL) and if
necessary air freight shipments. LCL is
particularly useful as a regular weekly
sailing to consolidate part loads from a
number of supply points, a difficult task
for our clients operating in isolation. The
economies of scale we provide are a
value added service to our customers. 

Portcentric
We have also developed a portcentric
method of operation, which is
distribution to an end recipient straight
from the port by parcel and pallet carrier.
This model is fast becoming the smart
option for the sports industry as it offers
impressive time and cost savings, as well
as attractive green credentials.

Portcentric is a strong business
model, and by adopting this system our
clients save up to 20 per cent of supply
chain costs, compared to the alternative
conventional and lengthy inland regional
distribution centre (RDC) model, where
a container is transported from the port
to an inland distribution centre (DC) to
be unloaded. 

Goods are then moved from the DC
to an inland RDC and from the RDC onto
the end recipient. The empty box is then
hauled all the way back to the docks,
which is both inconvenient and costly.

There are three key benefits to a port-
focused operation. Port-based distribution
dramatically improves the speed to market
of fast-moving products - it eliminates
RDCs and cuts out the middle man.

Devaning containers at the docks is
also more efficient as empty road miles
are cut and so is the likelihood for road
haulage to get held up in congested
traffic. We can be flexible and
responsive to client demands by moving
stock in and out of our port distribution
centre within 24 hours of a vessel
docking if necessary.

Golfing specialist Benross is a keen
supporter of this approach and a happy
Import Services customer. “Crucial to
our business is bringing the right
equipment, in the correct quantities, to
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Looking for the best prices on the widest range 
of Sports Medical Products? 
Welcome to MedSportGB.co.uk
Be sure to take a look at our great prices on 
best selling products

Medsport GB are specialists in sports medicine
products and we are one of the leading 
suppliers of sports injury products in the UK. 
Within our range you will find 1000’s of 
carefully selected items  including products
from well known brands such as Mueller, 
McDavid, 1000 Mile, Polar and Koolpak.

Whether you need Tapes and Strapping’s, 
Supports, Sports First Aid Kits or
Fitness Items, we are sure you will find the
ideal product within our range.



sales@medsportgb.co.uk 

www.medsportgb.co.uk 

Tel. 0333 123 1321



THE FABRIC OF SPORT.
Sensport offer Stock, MTO and custom teamwear solutions in a range of highly 
advanced technical fabrics providing outstanding value for money. Professional 
quality products at affordable price points. 

For football, rugby, cricket, hockey, netball, basketball, leisure and
training wear with a service that is second to none.

 To present your customers with a full colour presentation of their 
total teamwear requirements go to kitselector.com

For details of our Custom Teamwear go to myteamkit.net
For further details call 02476 644 666

To view our new season ‘10-‘11 stock Teamwear 
Brochure or our Custom Performance Brochure go to

   



www.sensport.co.ukwww.sensport.co.uukww.sensport.co.u

Caldoni House I 3 Crondal Road
Bayton Road Ind Estate I Coventry I CV7 9NH
Tel: 02476 644666 I Fax: 02476 367971
Email: info@sensport.co.uk



Google. In the past
year one in five consumers have

used a web address taken from the side
of a company’s vehicle, but only 10 per
cent of small firms currently display
their web address in this way.

Research has shown that online
customers are highly sensitive to these
errors. Smaller businesses in particular
that continue to have outdated websites
with omissions or errors are alienating
the very customers they need to attract.
In some extreme cases, when questioned
one in four users rated some websites as
‘barely usable’ - a major, and worrying,
condemnation. Web errors reported
included unfinished web pages (54 per
cent), broken URLs (52 per cent),
outdated email addresses (50 per cent)
and missing contact details (31 per cent).

Outdated web design is a common
complaint among dissatisfied customers.
With the range of web design tools now
available, there is no excuse for having
an online store that looks passé. As well
as poor design, one in five online
consumers have encountered superfluous
descriptions of products and services,
and 15 per cent have been confused by
jargon. A further 20 per cent have been
confronted by generic corporate images
(such as random office buildings) that
bear no relation to the company in
question. 

The findings are in stark contrast to
a survey of 450 small businesses that
found 76 per cent were confident the
language on their website could not be
perceived negatively by visitors, and 84
per cent who believed all the images on
their website were fit for purpose.

“While it’s good news that
companies now recognise the value of a
web presence, there is a real danger their
work can be undermined by basic

design. A further survey of 450 UK
firms reveals that while 51 per cent
consider their website to look
professional, one in three owners admit
they are guilty of neglecting their sites.

On display
The data also highlights a worrying
discrepancy between where consumers
wish to find web addresses, and where
companies are displaying them. For
example, 48 per cent of firms questioned
still do not make any efforts to optimise
their URL on search engines like

When was the last time you checked
your website for mistakes, broken
links or out-of-date images?
Surprisingly in a commercial
environment, many businesses with an
online presence have a lax attitude to the
accuracy of the information on their
websites, according to new research
from Streamline.net.

The web hosting company’s study of
1,700 small businesses revealed that 83
per cent of users encountered faults,
including unfinished web pages, broken
URLs and email addresses, and outdated
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Website neglect
With ecommerce now an essential retail component,
why are so many websites full of errors and
inaccurate information, asks Dave Howell?

E-TAILING



Only three per cent of firms are
considering changing their main URL as
a way to improve sales. In fact, making
modifications or additions to a
company’s web identity is one of the
quickest and cheapest ways to optimise
its use of the web. It appears that many
companies could benefit from reviewing
the pros and cons of available domain
options and using feedback from external
audiences, such as potential customers.

“Time-strapped business owners can
sometimes take their foot off the online
pedal,” says Steve Holford. “However,
every opportunity to capture online
custom must be seized upon, which
means promoting a web address in every
possible environment - online and off. A
company’s domain name is a more
important emblem than ever before.”

What is clear from research is that
your business must have a mechanism in
place to ensure your website is free from
errors and only contains the most up-to-
date and accurate information available.
Regularly reviewing the design of your
web presence also makes good
commercial sense. If you haven’t
assessed your website recently, or have
overlooked the power that the right
domain name can have on the overall
profitability of your online store, make a
review of your online presence a top
priority.

“If you’re buying an existing or
old domain, be sure to have a reputable
search engine optimisation company
investigate the history of the domain to
ensure it’s not got any issues or been
blacklisted. You’ve got to think long term
and get a domain that will stand the test
of time. If all the domains you want are
unavailable, be creative and come up
with something new. The web evolves
quickly and businesses need to realise
they need to evolve quicker and adapt to
suit their customers’ needs.” 

A poll of 189 UK businesses found
that the average small company aims to
grow its online sales and lead generation in
the coming year. In addition, 34 per cent
reported dissatisfaction with their level of
web sales. However, few businesses
recognise their choice of domain name
could be holding back their business.

errors,” says
Steve Holford, marketing

director at Streamline.net. “As with
many areas of business, if the basics of a
website are not sound customers will be
deterred from purchasing. Owners must
recognise that while online spending has
snowballed, so have consumer
expectations.”

Graham Jones, an internet
psychologist, says: “Small business
owners are often so hooked into their
own company they rarely see it in the
same way as their website visitors. Some
of the reasons why a website does not
achieve all it can are psychological -
users react to the site in a particular way,
which may either boost potential custom
or reduce it. Businesses must stand back
and be objective if they are to create an
effective website.”

Sensitive
Research has also revealed that
consumers are highly sensitive to the
domain names they see. A survey by
123-Reg, a domain name registration
specialist, highlighted that 78 per cent
of consumers are less likely to buy
from a website if its domain name
doesn’t end in their country’s code
(.co.uk for the UK and .pl for Poland,
for example). Of the consumers
surveyed, 41 per cent said the reason
for this was concerns over being able to
resolve order issues successfully should
they arise. This was followed by 25 per
cent who said fears surrounding
payment security would prevent them
buying from a website that didn’t end in
their country’s extension.

“Research the domain names you
want to ensure they are owned by
companies that are going to actually use
them - the domains could be owned by
brokers or resellers,” says Jamie
Watson, joint managing director at
design and marketing company Pixel8.
“Just because someone has already
registered a domain does not mean that
it’s not for sale. 
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Many companies don’t optimise their
URLs on search engines like Google.
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UK Table
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I’d just finished my breakfast egg when
my assistant, Norman, rang from the
shop to say we’d been burgled. My first
reaction was to wonder what they could
possibly have found that was worth
nicking. My second was to make 
myself another slice of toast on the
grounds that adversity is better faced 
on a full stomach.

Norman had called the police and a
policeman, who looked about 14, was
standing surrounded by broken glass and
splintered wood. Why would anyone in
his right mind want to smash up our
framed photograph of Bobby Moore with
the World Cup? Norman’s theory was that
perhaps they were Spurs fans still cross
that Jimmy Greaves didn’t play in the
1966 final. 

Bent spoon
Apart from that, there was surprisingly
little damage. The sturdy Victorian safe I
inherited from my dad had resisted all
attempts to open it with a can of WD40
and a bent spoon, and as the till tends to
fly open every time a heavy lorry drives
past they could see there was nothing in it.

By now the policeman had been
joined by a young woman detective
Norman recognised as the daughter of a
man who worked in the tyre depot by the
canal. He told her to tell her dad that the
Romanian remoulds had turned out to be
useless, but she said she couldn’t discuss
it when on duty.

Things were getting a bit tense, so I
suggested we all had a nice cup of tea.
Norman handed round the HobNob
biscuits, which were the only things we
actually kept in the safe. 

The lady detective said she had just
come from arresting a man who had
admitted making counterfeit fivers. When
he was asked how he became a forger, he
said he had got the idea from seeing an
advert that said ‘Make Money At Home’.  

The young policeman, who close up
looked more like 12 than 14, said he 
could top that, and told us that after
recently arresting a burglar who had
admitted a house robbery he was
approached by the man whose house 
had been burgled, who asked if it was
possible to speak to the thief.

The policeman explained: “When I
said we didn’t usually allow that, he
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said: ‘I just want to ask him how he got
into the house without waking the wife.
I’ve been trying to do that for years’.”

By now Norman had drawn up an
inventory, which meant trying to
remember what had been on the shelves,
and decided we had lost four pairs of
size eight Nike running shoes, a
magnetic darts game, a hypoallergenic
elastic knee support, three table tennis
bats and a sample pack of high protein
energising flapjacks free of
hydrogenerated fats. 

Things moved fast from then on. 
Next day a community liaison officer
delivered a bulky folder of victim support
literature and suggested I try to get on with
life and not take the matter personally. He
said he would be back next day with a
crisis counsellor named Rachel, who
would help me through the post-traumatic
conflict that inevitably accompanied the
violation of personal space. 

I said Norman had been violating my
personal space every day since 1984 and
I had managed to cope, but this it seems
wasn’t a convincing answer.  

Meanwhile, Norman was out in the
back yard with the lady detective
looking for clues. They found some
remarkably clear footprints outside 
the bike shed, but unfortunately they
turned out to be Norman’s.

Crime, it seems, is everywhere. My
friend Harbottle, who runs a sports shop
in the next parish, caught a bloke actually
nicking a top-of-the-range multifunction

stopwatch from the display case on the
counter. “Tell you what, squire,” said the
man, “what do you say I just buy the
watch, then you won’t need to have all
that bother with the police?” 

Harbottle, always happy to avoid
bother, agreed. “Unfortunately it’s more
than I wanted to spend,” the chap said
when he was told the price. “Can you
show me something a bit less expensive?”

Ashamed
This morning there was a parcel on the
shop doorstep containing all the stolen
items, apart from two pieces of flapjack
and a note saying we should be ashamed
of selling such rubbish.  

How was I to know the running
shoes were faulty, the knee support gave
you a dead leg and the darts game was
missing double top? Or that you couldn’t
have a serious game of table tennis with
three players and the flapjack stuck to
your teeth like superglue and had
extracted two fillings?

Our anonymous correspondent added
that unless we mended our ways we could
expect another visit - this time from the
Office of Fair Trading - and concluded:
‘Just because I’m a habitual, unrepentant
and violent criminal doesn’t mean I
haven’t got a social conscience’.

To cap it all comes news that Rachel
the crisis counsellor is on her way to talk
us through a programme of constructional
rehabilitation. I’d better send Norman out
for another packet of HobNobs.  

A sideways look at the world of
independent retailing

Under the counter
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equipment.
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you. Or find us at www.zsig.com.

Zsig is a supplier to the LTA, the Tennis Foundation, the ITF and tenniscoachUK.
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